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       Blurring 
the Line 
Between 
         Real & 
Reproduced
Music
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Based in Austria, Ayon designs and manufactures cutting-edge tube 
components and loudspeakers. When you think Ayon, think…red-velvet 
protective covers, black-and-chrome artistic sculptures, and dazzling 
limited production tubes. 

Ayon values producing objects d’art at the same level as it values sound 
reproduction. We are talking Bugatti- and Bentley-class products.

Ayon Audio was founded by Gerhard Hirt. His eye for design, 
ergonomics, and sound is astounding, as is his business acumen. The 

company best known for its tube manufacturing factory (triode output 
tubes). Hirt was a colleague of  Alesa Vaic. He successfully acquired the 

Hirt is surely gifted in the form-meets-function school of  design. Each 
Hirt creation has a unique feel and style to it that stands above today’s 

reckon he’d be Gerhard Hirt. 

industrial art and ergonomic engineering. As striking as the photographs 
are they do not do justice to the incredible beauty of  Ayon components. 
Like Jobs, Hirt is not only show—he’s go. His products break new ground 

modern audio designers. 
, realistic ultra-

high-end levels. Only three components are MSRP’d at over $25,000—
unheard of  for this level of  European manufacturing. Without a doubt, 
these are world-class, high-desire instruments that actually offer value. 
(Please note: Ayon is pronounced a-ohn (the “ohn” rhymes with John), 

and Tormé smack-dab there in your room. A system that (more easily) 
allows you to visualize reality. What would it be? Digital or analog? Solid-
state or tube? Muscle or micro-power? 

Wait a minute, what if  you could pick and choose, à 
la carte, the best attributes of  each technology and create 
a new sound—a new way of  listening. Gerhard Hirt 
has done this and the audio world is taking notice. His 
Ayon products blur that line of  real versus reproduced. 
Perhaps it’s the sound we’ve all been searching for. 

What follows is an introduction to several Ayon 

of  solid-state with the “you are there” holographic 
midrange of  single-ended triodes. Plus, there is 

upper-frequency roll-off. 

output tubes and two sets of  output transformers. The 

output tube. They look like two futuristic thermionic 

is one of  the largest single-plate DHTs (directly heated 

plate (anode) superstructure that makes an ordinary 

of  power output to 30 watts. Each tube location is 
alphanumerically labeled so you can’t screw up tube 
placement—a nice touch.

Ayon owns the actual tube manufacturing facility in the 
Czech Republic. The AA62b tube is a rethinking of  the 

Ayon Audio  
joins a select group
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tubes were so avant-garde that the manufacturing process 
had to catch up to the design. The plant, under the guidance 
and control of  Hirt (and team), got the bugs out and now 
currently produces a full range of  triode output tubes with 
astonishingly 
failed since production began over three years ago. Think 

Hirt says he’s constantly approached to make OEM 

focus on making the world’s best audio components,” he 
says, “not the world’s best parts.” As a result, Ayon does 

machined-aluminum slabs, as are all Ayon products. Four 
shiny transformers sit behind the sentinel-like tubes, as if  

The cool factor is off  the charts. The transformers are 
circular and chrome and you can see yourself  in their high-

company name CNC-machined into the ½-inch aluminum. 

tour de force. 

starship though as delicate as a ballerina. Every person, 
of  either gender, who laid eyes upon them wanted to 
take them home. Hirt is very clever—he designs products 
for both decision-makers. They are futuristic beauties in a 

due to their robust 55Wpc output power. They offer 4- 
or 8-ohm taps for the speaker connections with seriously 
large German WBT multiway binding posts. There is no 
feedback of  any kind
turn-on rocker switch is interestingly located (hidden) 

bottom. After a couple of  turn-ons and turn-offs, using it 
becomes second nature. 

logos start to blink with a backlit red glow, like they’re alive 
and starting to breathe. After a minute or so the backlight 
stays lit, and the depth of  the milling of  the word “Ayon” 

star-grounding. There is a little toggle at the back of  the amp and if  you 

it down, and it will disappear. There is an input gain knob with three 

are RCA and balanced. 

top-of-the-line Spheris linestage and accompanying phonostage. The 

are RCA and balanced. There is a remote control that operates the 

gently clicks the big silver volume pot with authority. There is no 

cent piece. When you press it, there is a feel like putting a key in a 
Bugatti—a combination of  “click” and tension release as the button 

L1, L2, L3, etc. Turning it is a thing of  beauty, a soft click and then 
it engages and switches the source—all within a millisecond. Touch 
points are vital in equipment at this level. 

and is not prone to microphonics like 6SN7s. 

power supply and harden the sound. On a practical basis, today’s solid-

The Regenerator recognizes the power-line frequency and reads it out 

you appreciate the details of  engineering within the unit. The Polaris 

below each other, have a look that’s modern-age impressive. Perhaps it’s 

each unit (also chrome) that set the units apart from other products.
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CD player with inputs for a digital bitstream (read music server) and line 

it’s future proof  (at least for now). The sampling rate and resolution are 

switch to the same full conversion rate (also on the remote control).

The top-loading transport is the widely available Phillips CD-Pro 2. 
The smoke-colored cover lifts off  the large silver housing. The whole 

are on top and they are also chrome with the same high-sensitivity touch-

red glow of  a circular backlight—similar to the look of  
a BMW’s halo headlights. 

When you step back and admire these products the 
central theme is black-and-chrome sculpted modern 
shapes with glowing red highlights. Totally Bugatti.

Ayon has a sound, and it’s unlike any you have heard 

signature, well… that is, itself, the signature. This is the 

Whether it’s the spring water clarity of  Audio Research 
or the 3-D conrad-johnson approach, no one company 
does it all. And friends, that’s the fun and the frustration 

like Ayon has done. 

What is the Ayon sound? First of  all, it’s not a sterile 
high-resolution sound, and it’s not a “golden glow” 

that captures the full harmonic envelope of  the music 

and get to eat it too, with all the detail intact. This is a 
hallmark to the Ayon sound—the knack of  presenting 

or sharpness. As you listen to it, you will want more of  
sound will be a new reference 

for many audiophiles. 
To better describe the Ayon sound is to look at the 

room. This is where Ayon performs its magic with 

almost-breathing atmosphere. Now imagine the music, 
instruments, and notes magically popping out from 

panorama of  three-dimensional sound. 

in spades. Whether fronting the Lamm LL1 linestage or 

play Dead Can Dance’s “Son of  the Stars.” This music 

sonic landscapes with tons of  out-of-phase detail. Perhaps 
sonically, this track is superior to any song on Into the 
Labyrinth
enter softly from the left, trailing off  to the right before 
they begin a steady rhythm. The tabla drums suddenly 

chant “We are the stars that sing,” backed by a huge 

goose-bump track. 
Like a switch, the Vulcans remove the walls of  your 

room the very moment the drums and voice enter. 

can knock down the walls of  the listening room like 
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this. The Lamm ML3s will more accurately portray Perry’s unique vocal 
signature but they will not clobber you with the amount of  acoustic space 
that the Ayon does. There is so much being thrown at you that your 

you listen to music. 
Amazingly, the Vulcans achieve this effect with all music. The downward 

cascading theme in the Praeludium of  the Bach Suite for Cello Number 3 

lost in the performance but you also lose yourself  in the space in which 
the performance takes place—if  that makes sense. The Vulcan’s nail this 

greater sensation of  rhythm and power due to the inordinate amount of  air 

that there is also an increase in richness
miss. The Komuro 212Es capture the life of  an instrument (like the Ayon) 
but with less air-space richness. The Jadis JA-500 comes close to doing this 
“air-capture thing,” but these guys cost far more, are twice the size (four 
chassis), and take a power-lifter to move.

and drive. There is that unparalleled SET midrange magic. Remember, 

that a single SET circuit provides. The trick is getting the tubes, both the 
outputs and drivers, on both sides of  the amp to run the same. Hirt has 
done his homework here. Once you set the bias for each side, it stays 

and darn if  the meter doesn’t indicate the identical bias 

bias drift on either side of  either amp. 

Vulcan’s paralleled circuit is best left to the solo performer. 
Rita Rays singing “Autumn Leaves” on the outstanding 
Mercury Songbook 4
live and her voice is centerstage. Her signature vibrato is 
captured as accurately as her initial consonants, with no 
smearing. Rays is standing, 3-D, right in front of  you. The 
Lamm ML3 and its single circuit is also adept at this. This 

pay the big dollars per watt. 

honest-to-goodness, and tonally accurate bass. What? 
Bass wallop and
indeed unchartered territory in SET land and is why you 

KMA 400s hanging around as a reference to hear just 

dish up all the low-frequency tones; they just don’t grip 
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of  tubes.
Let’s go back to the Dead Can Dance. The amount of  force from the 

drum whacks is both room-shaking and enveloping. The Lamm ML3 
Signatures may give you a little more tone to the drumhead hits, but not 

between 35 watts per channel and 55? Perhaps, but remember that Ayon is 

tube is in a class of  its own when it comes to low-frequency reproduction. 

front end? Not really. All the above sonic traits were revealed with the 

digital? The Ayon CD5s is a remarkable player, very analog-like, but the 
workhorse EMU 1616m showed the same stuff  through the Vulcans (but 

attacks. There was nary a doubt when they were in the system. Well, this 
ended up being a break-in issue. Make sure you allow for “on time” of  
several hours per day for a minimum of  four weeks to settle and form the 
capacitors and break in the boards. As mentioned, the CD5s is a multi-

player, and as a separate DAC. 

cloth. Both offer the signature Ayon sound of  huge sonic panoramas, 

silky black-velvet backgrounds, and gobs of  natural 

to the images and the sonic landscapes are larger, but not 
by that much and certainly no night-and-day difference. 

you would think the CD5s is unbeatable as a linestage. 

bottom balance than the Wyetech Opal. 

midrange view that’s several rows closer to the conductor 

controversy out there about current USB technology in 

sonic vistas but with a smidgen less atmosphere and less 
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offers many variables, but it’s a can of  worms. Every computer 
sounds different whether it’s due to the motherboard, the memory, 
the operating system, or even the type of  hard drive. Different 
computers have different sounds. Remember, my system uses a pro 
soundcard (EMU 1616M), and yours may not. No matter how many 

gestalt with the hard-drive rips. Both CD and rip 
have the same detail, air, and staging… bits is bits, right? With the 
CD5s you can test this yourself  with its switchable inputs. 

Alas, not everyone is able or inclined to merge his computer 
system with his audio system. Let’s not forget that ripping a 

to manually type in many titles and tags. A transport is still a 
requirement for many of  us; plus, the CD5s offers marvelous 

remote and play a hi-res download, then click again and play an 
analog input such as a tuner or phonostage. 

c’est la vie. With the 

.2mV Cello Miyabi. There was more than ample gain, no noise, 
and zero tube rush with equally satisfying dynamics. 

nod
only is it lightning fast, it’s also got that “tube” holography. The 
transient and trailing-edge detail is remarkable for a tube unit. 

Playing a Keith Jarrett track from the historic Sun Bear concerts, 

old ECM set has great pressings, but the piano sounds almost 

more real and solid instrument on the stage. 
Another recorded misconception was the John Coltrane Atlantic 

The Heavyweight Champion. Coltrane’s horn can be sharp and 
digitally edged especially with the Cello, a very revealing cartridge. 

Coltrane’s horn is more realistically “there” between the speakers. 

Std. Koetsu (new version) had some hardness with this set. Not 
analogs the sound? 

Hard-sounding records are now far more listenable through the 

class phonostage and another Ayon home-run product. 

imaging with no loss of  detail, you have a new class of  product 
to discover. The art and sound of  Ayon Audio is Pebble Beach 
Concours d’Elegance level. Ayon is the Bugatti of  audio. 


